Step One: Narrowing it down
The issue with freedom, is that it’s, well, infinite or close enough that it makes no difference. Normally, when you’re creating something, there are parameters. A professors gives you rules, you have a client, or
there’s a specific technique or practice your trying to embody. In fact, in 5 years of higher education, I don’t
think I’ve ever been asked to just make something, no rules, no attempts to practice some technique or
embody a specific idea, just go make something and be back in a couple weeks. Even during a senior thesis
project, which was of my own conception, I was forced to give myself constraints. So when it comes to a
completely free assignment I realized that I would need to start by narrowing things down.
To start, I looked at what I could use to naturally limit this project. For instance, I still can’t program,
so I probably shouldn’t go with anything based on the Unity Engine, or really any computer based game.
Also, around the time this was assigned the weather was garbage and most students were at GDC, which
made any sort of physical or team based game overly difficult. This was especially annoying since the game I
had in mind, initially, was a multiplayer game that needed a gym or
large space outside, but that wasn’t likely to happen. I couldn’t play
test outside in the sleet, and I couldn’t trust that Pittsburgh weather
was going to get better, so I passed on any outdoor or larger physical
games.
That left me with only a few choices; card games, table top
games, board games, and dice games.

Step Two:

Making MY Choice

The scary part of having freedom to do what you want is that you have an unbelievably large amount
of possibilities and after that list is naturally pared down that list really isn’t much smaller. Even if you look at
all the different restrictions facing a project, its not going to get you very far. Consider all the restrictions I
brought up in the last step, I mananged to remove several entire forms of gameplay from my list of possibilities, but I still had to consider 4 different ‘industries’ of gameplay possibilities. The truth is that you have to
make an active decision.You have to want something. It doesn’t have to be overtly specific, you don’t have to
want to make ‘BioShock Infinite’ or even ‘the next poker’, you just need to want something that will drive
you forward. Something that constrains your designing; gives you a way to check that you are on the right
path.
For me, I’ve always wanted to make a drinking game. So I crossed out the four industries that I had in front
of me and started towards a more limited one.

Step Three: What Makes a Good Game?
Choosing to make a drinking game made a lot of instant decision for me. I know the platform, I know
the audience, I know some of the equipment I could use, and I know the goal of my game. What I needed to
do now was to start looking at as many drinking games as I could think of and figure out how they worked;
what made them fun, what made them boring, and what were the differences between the many games.
The reason I wanted to create a drinking game is because they have a poetry to them, at least in my
opinion. They can’t force their players to delve into stories, or expect graphics and theming to draw someone in; they have to hold up entirely on the gameplay. All that while being incredibly simple to understand,
almost infinitely replayable, and requiring almost no equipment.You also can’t expect every game to be
played the same way. I know a dozen different ways to play Beer Pong, another dozen ways to play King’s
Cup, and the title Quarters actually describes 3 or 4 different games, so you to expect people to change
your rules up. It’s like walking a really twisty balance beam, but while you’re drunk.
The games I analyzed represent some of my favorite drinking games to play, as well as some of the
more popular games.You’ll notice that King’s Cup is the only card based game involved. I tried to stay away
from any card or board based drinking games, most of them are just regular game modded to include drinking.

Examples of early game analysis.

Step 3a: Game Analysis
Quarters

Description: 2 shot glasses are passed around a table clockwise, you
try to bounce a quarter into the glass until you make it, then you
pass. If the second glass catches the first, person who has the first
must drink.
Good: Easy for lots of people to get involved, you can get up and
leave whenever, rules are simple, great use of tension as the shot
glasses get closer. Easily Explained.
Bad: Pretty hard to get good at, skilled players can completely
dominate a table, shot glasses will break

King’s Cup

Description: People take turns picking cards from a deck and
performing an action or game corresponding to the card. When you
pick a King you pour beer into the cup, 4th king ends the game, and
whoever picked that king has to drink the cup.
Good: Infinitely scalable (can be played with 12+ people, even).
Everyone is involved on some level at all times. Simple rules.
Bad:Very low tension, very little drinking, people constantly get
distracted, not really a game by strict definitions

Flip Cup

Description: Teams of 4 or 5 form on either side of a table. On GO,
the first two opponents chug a set amount of beer, place the empty
cup right side up on the edge of the table and try to flip the cup
upside down by flicking it up, once this is completed the next
teammate goes.
Good: Great sense of tension. Gets a decent amount of people
involved.Actually skill involved. Simple rules.
Bad: Too messy for a lot of places. Gameplay is repetitive.

Munch Ball

Description: A combination of Pong and Flip Cup
Good: Great use of tension. Skill involved. Constant Action.
Bad: Too much drinking. Extremely Messy. Only four people involved
at a time.

Pong

Description: 2 teams start with six cups and take turns trying to
throw a pong ball across a table into the other team’s cups. First
one to hit all six cups wins.
Good: Extremely moddable, as cups get scarce, tensions rise,
‘redemption’ rules allow teams to perform amazing comebacks
which spike tension. Skill involved.
Bad: Only 4 people at a time, game can seriously drag, can’t leave
game until end

Formula 1

Description: Someone pronounces a game of F1 and sends the play
in a direction around the circle with an obnoxious noise. Players
pass the play around the circle with equally obnoxious noise. If you
mess up the sequence you drink. At any time the play can be
stopped when a player is pointed out, that player must start singing.
Everyone starts singing, if you don’t know the song you drink until
the singing stops.
Good: Infinitely scalable. Get to make weird noises and sing.
Bad: Really complicated to describe. Too loud for most places. Not a
lot of action.

7s, 11, Doubles

Description: Roll dice and if you get a certain roll you can make an
opponent drink.
Good: Great use of tension. Cyclic gameplay. Lots of people can play
at once.
Bad: Actual rules are too complex to be explained while drunk. No
real skill involved. Hard to find dice at a party.

Beer Darts

Description: Teams of 2 throw darts at each others shaken up beer.
If a beer is hit you shotgun the beer through the dart hole. Play until
one team hits 7 beers.
Good: Satisfying when you win. Skill involved. Simple rules.
Bad: Way too slow. Way too messy. Too much drinking.

Step Four: What did I Learn?
Of the games I looked at, I found that they fell into one of two groups: Team Games
or Cyclical Games:
Team Games:

Usually have a smaller number of players involved. Number of players is also restricted. Gameplay
has an obvious ‘win condition’, which ends the game. Gameplay is always competitive in nature.
Players are locked into the game until the end.
Examples: Beer Darts, Munch Ball, Flip Cup, Pong

Cyclical Games:

Number of players can constantly ebb and flow; no maximum number. No real ‘win condition’.
Small victories are possible, but play immediately continues. Conflict and tension shift constantly, if
they are at all present.
Examples: 7s, 11, Doubles; Formula 1, King’s Cup, Quarters

Step Five:

My Game Ver 1.0

I went with a cyclical game for one main reason: I love the idea of a drinking game where you can
just get up and leave or sit down and start playing at any time. I feel like those are the proper types of
games for a party. I always hated waiting to play Pong. If there are 4 people playing a game and 8 others
watching you should just start playing quarters.
In addition to wanting a scalable amount of players I wanted the rules to be simple enough to explain
to drunks, while drunk. I also, and this was important to me, wanted the amount of equipment to be easily
accessible. I restricted myself to one piece of gaming equipment: dice, pong balls, quarters, shot glasses, or
cards. I feel like asking a group to have a bunch of random junk on hand just to play my game is too much.
So this is what I started with:
Satellite Cup - Rules

Player 1

The game starts with everyone pouring any amount of beer into their ‘player cups’.
Then player one, who starts as the point man, places the shot cup whereever they
want (it must be visible and the opening must be clear).

If you miss the cup, you drink whatever you poured into your own cup.
If you make it, you add whatever you poured to the ‘drink cup’.
The last player to shoot is the point man (guy who placed the cup).
If the point man makes the shot, he pours into the ‘Drink Cup’ and passes the Shot
Cup to the next player and the game continues.
The round then restarts. The pointman stays the same and replaces the ‘shot cup’

Player 3

Player cup

Player 2

Drink Cup

Player cup

Player 4

Starting with the player to the left of whoever places the cup, everyone takes a turn
trying to bounce a ping pong ball into the shot cup (the ball must bounce at least
once).

Player cup

Player cup

Shot cup

Step Six: Playtesting and Revising
Playtest One:
This was primarily an initial exploration of the rules and core concept. I started out with the core
concept of each player taking turns filling a single cup with some beer, putting it wherever and the first
person to miss with a pong ball has to drink the cup.
This was clunky at best. It was slow, really easy, and it broke down if the first person to shoot kept
missing. After sometime playing with Frank and Rik, I kept adding cups until the gameplay got interesting,
The main gameplay element that I was focusing on developing was the ‘betting’ mechanic. I felt that the
strongest part of the game was that you could make other players drink a ton, but you had to bet a ton.

Step Six: Playtesting and Revising

Playtest Two: (Drunk)

(Note: Because of the nature of this game I had to test the game in two ways, sober and drunk. The sober tests are to study the
game thus far and academically analyze how to improve it. The drunk tests are to make sure the game plays well while intoxicated and
that it can be easily explained to and by a drunk person).

Before this second playtest I added the rule that you could shoot the pong ball into other people’s
cup in order to instantly make them drink both their cup and the center cup.
This test was held at during a party at Juniata College with about 8 different people. All of them had
been drinking beforehand. Most of them were passed the legal limit and extremely loud music was blaring
throughout the room. So, you know, perfect playtesting conditions. Eat your heart out, Bungie. But in reality
if you drinking game breaks down in those conditions you made a bad game.

Results:
The game held up fairly well. Everyone understood and was able to play the game with much
instruction. Everyone mentioned that they’d like to play again. However, the game was broken by Tess. She
started putting the cup in extremely inconvienent places. This meant no one was hitting the ‘shot cups’ and
contributing to the ‘drink cups’. So basically everyone just kept missing and drinking what they poured into
their ‘player cups’.

Step Six: Playtesting and Revising
Playtest Three: (Sober)
This next test was all about figuring out the problems beleaguring my game and trying to come up
with solutions for these problems. I had learned that it wasn’t too complicated, it was fun, it got people
drunk, and it could easily be played at a party. But I had also learned the gameplay has some major flaws.
For this test we used Diet Coke instead of beer. Prateek, Frank, Rod, Garrett, and Ken all played.
Problems:
- The game breaks if you can place the cup
where ever.
- People always want to shoot first once they
place the cup. Placing the cup and then
waiting to shoot feels weird.
- If the ‘shot cup’ is placed near your ‘player
cup’ can you still block shots?
- There isn’t enough success with this game.
There also isn’t enough agency. When you
succeed you just dump your drink into the
‘drink cup’ and wait around until your next
turn.You’re basically waiting to lose.

Solutions:
- Restrict the ‘shot cup’ to the table. Also, add
a quarter beer to the center cup whenever
it’s empty.
- Maybe get everyone to shoot at once
somehow?
- Remove blocking from the game all together
or you can‘t block, but you can hold your cup
in your hand.
- We talked about getting to pour the center
beer into other players cups. Or getting rid of
blocking so there is more opportunity to hit
other people’s cups.

Step Seven: My Game Ver 2.0
I made several changes in order to quicken the pace of the game and add extra agency. The key was getting
rid of the ‘shot cup’. It was a bit too clunky and it didn’t add much to the actual game play. Now when you
make a shot you have choices of what to do.

Player 1

Player cup
Player 3

Player cup

Player 2

Drink Cup

Player cup

Player 4

Player cup

The game starts with everyone pouring any amount of beer into their ‘player
cups’.
(You must keep beer in your cup immediately after you drink).
The drink cup always stays in the middle of the table.
One player starts, one chance to bounce a ball into the drink cup.
If you miss the cup, you drink whatever you poured into your own cup.
If you make it, you can either:
a) Pour your cup into the middle cup or into another players cup
b) Switch your cup with another cup.
You can also shoot for another player’s cup. (They can block their own cup).
If you make it, they drink their cup and the middle cup. Your cup stays the same
and you get another turn.
(Again if you miss you drink what is in your cup).
If you make it into an opponent’s cup that has no beer, they drink your cup and
the center cup.
If you pour your cup into another cup, and that cup overflows; you drink the
remainder of both cups.

Step Eight: Playtesting and Revising

Playtest Four: (Drunk)
This was the main playtest. We would start out sober and keep playing the game until we got bored or
too drunk to continue. It started out with Prateek, Frank, and I (I know, we’re terribly popular). And each
time someone else joined us a different person would explain the roles. This would ensure my game was
easily taught. Starting sober would test if the game was fun to start the night with. As we drank we were
technically testing when this game became unplayable, but that really wasn’t planned.
The beginning of the test was the only part that gave us trouble. In about 20 minutes, Rik joined us,
but between Prateek, Frank and I, we had taken out like 12 beers. We realized you have to go slow with only
3 people, and really you should have at least 4 to play.
After this everything went really well. we maxed out with about 9 people playing. We started playing
around 10:30pm and didn’t stop until around 2am. Everyone was able to understand the rules, and everyone
particularly enjoyed starting rivalries by pouring all their beer into the same person’s cup whenever they
made a shot. It was also pretty fun to gang up on people, fill their cup up, then sink a shot forcing them to
drink a full cup and whatever was in the middle cup. Someone, I think it was Frank, managed to chain
together 3 cups on Rik. He shot into her cup, then (since he gets another turn) waited until she finished her
cup and moved onto the center cup, upon which he shot into her empty cup forcing her to also drink
Frank’s cup. Writing it out it sounds pretty rough, but I remember thinking it was hilarious at the time. Also,
more importantly it made the whole table go ‘Oh shit...’, which is the mark of any good drinking game.

Step Eight: Playtesting and Revising
Playtest Four Pictures:

Step Eight: Playtesting and Revising
Playtest Five: (Sober)

The final playtest was a confirmation that the game actually works and is fun. Essentially, even though
the forth playtest was an awesome success, I worried that that success might have been falsified because we
were all pretty drunk. And while I’m pretty sure that if the game was boring we would have just quit and
played something else, I wanted to play one more time in a different scenario.
The final playtest was with my family at home; no music, and we just had a few beers. Even so, the
game worked well. The same moments that worked well during the previous test were present. Anytime
you’re cup starts to get full you immediately start looking around the table for someone not protecting
their cup. When the center cup starts to get full, you protect yourself more. And you’re always trying to get
even with people by ‘betting’ a bunch of beer into your cup and then hitting the center cup so you can
dump all that beer into another’s cup. Of course when I do that, my rival usually makes the center cup and
dumps all that beer back into my cup, then I can hit by the next person and have to drink all that beer.
Beyond just making sure the game was still fun while staying mostly sober, we talked about some
‘house’ rules. Those are common in drinking games. They are rules that change depending on where you are
drinking. It allows people to put their own spin on the game. Between my brother and I we rolled back
some of the decisions I made after the Forth Playtest and made those rules into options.

Step Ten:

My Final Game

This is the final game. I didn’t change much, except for the house rules part. I also added a rule to get more
beer into the middle cup. It was a fix primarily thought up for the older game, but I figured it was fun
regardless. Lastly, I made the diagram table bigger to signify that more players are encourage, although I
realize that no one playing this game in real life will ever read these instruction.
Player 2

Player 1

Player cup

Player cup

Drink Cup
Player cup
Player 4

Player cup
Player 5

House rules:
If you pour your cup into another cup, and that cup overflows; you drink the remainder of both cups.
If you knock over your cup trying to block a shot you drink a full beer.

Player 3

Player 6

Player cup

Player cup

The game starts with everyone pouring any amount of
beer into their ‘player cups’.
(You must keep beer in your cup immediately after you
drink).
The drink cup always stays in the middle of the table.
One player starts, one chance to bounce a ball into the
drink cup.
If you miss the cup, you drink whatever you poured
into your own cup.
If you make it, you can either:
a) Pour your cup into the middle cup or into
another players cup
b) Switch your cup with another cup.
You can also shoot for another player’s cup. (They can
block their own cup).
If you make it, they drink their cup and the middle cup.
Your cup stays the same and you get another turn.
(Again if you miss you drink what is in your cup).
If you make it into an opponent’s cup that has no beer,
they drink your cup and the center cup.
Whenever the center cup is drunk, who ever drank it
can fill it up with any amount of beer.

Satellite Cups

The next great drinking game.

Having a party, small get together with friends, pre-gaming a night out, or even just
staying home with your buds on a Tuesday Night? Then you need to play Satellite Cups.
More fun than quarters

The only game you’ll need

Like Pong but with more people

Play with 3 people or 33

Fun enough to be played sober

Bet your beer and ruin your opponents

Simple enough to be played drunk

Hit their cup and make your friend drink

All you need is a single ping pong ball and some cups (any cups will do). If you have a table, great, if
not use the floor, a desk, anywhere! Unlike quarters, pong, flip cup, and many other games Satellite
Cups can be played anywhere and without tons of accessories.
Praise for Satellite Cups:
This is the best drinking game ever!
- Noreen Durkin

This game gets you reaaaaaalllllyyyy drunk.
- Frank Hamilton

